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F" 1T^HERE is t£fariahiiig belief, apparently prev- analyses history, current and past. It seeks and ex festod effect which it 
S rientf that Utf Steialist Party is reactionary. plains the causes and confions of change. It principle of its social interest but only the hunch- 
*■ By the S. l^ ia meant the party of révolu- emphasise* the fundamental rations of social forms back monstrosity of its misapplication. As society 

■ socialism, â^lhniu Socialism. This dis- that engender the eonct^âe^if the necessity of ran never retrace its own way, it is swept far into 
tinction, at tb^ht^^mtaet,5throws quite a little change; of necessity, wl^A^wleeting itself in the scenes and events before the glowing sun of exper- 

• light on the.mattdi^gor'there is no other socialism5, social mind and raider -the oinseions directiod of its ience has fostered causation into the ripe fruit of 
in existence. I|.M#ie purpose of this writing to ideation, urges society forward to new fields of en- understhnding. Yet, it was not only a natural feél- 
sift the basis of t|||h belief and to test hs accuracy, deavor. That has been its' Çead and consistent ing, but a true instinct which swung the aetionist# 

To react is to “iet back,” Le., t<jrespond to the purpose; and if its activities have been limited to away from the shameless corruption and treachery 
■thRolus of an anc£g|t condition. In the sene m that it is doe to the limitatioMxif circumstances, not of party politics. Not only true but * hopeful and 
whieh it is used by _tÿç different labor fraternities it the feebleneee of wiU. While roe continued existence encouraging omen. Not that “direct action” (as 
means that the REfu not aggreative enough in the, of these limitations constitutes its justification and understoqd) is true, 
forwarding of wo&Sjtg class interests; not zealous r eceemty, * cause it breathes the invincibility

or farsighted enoagfcyin a word, ‘‘too slow.” Thia CoMMtentiy the 8. P. has pursued its aim. It querable.
meaning carries the further implication—by eon-,, has noV-hr^H excited by portents, nor lured with Hence it came that the virility of ‘‘action” blunt- 

t^lat the real workers parties, (et al) nreifn class emotions; nor deflected by the variants of the ed its edge on the misunderstanding6f material 
tbe vanguard of activity. With what result Î That daily struggle fpr existence.'* It has neither turned dition. It is true, that much of this direct action 

V tbe progress of working class cohesion and the necessity for that struggle nor fearfnllyrEspt understood its social status was conscious »f its '
, '***to e™*™1 »*■ °7n life » impeded iritMrt- oat of it. But amidst that struggle the S. pj|a* slavery,^ the economics of slavery. But that is 
%*î by thC ^pr°gI?8*,Ve S P whlch’ #|tbt pointed out the reason both for the styaggk'Jtad not enoti^h for minority movements. For, not as

tboleths of the past confuses and divide? i»c the necessity, and used it ^4 further opportunity clearly comprehending theoross play of social idea- 
■kers io their struggle for supremacy.-. Which to promote the cause of thojmam issue— soeigl con- tion, not understanding the tremendous power of 
B-*** tro1 of the meaBii ^ lif«- R&» aquan^ed its eonservation and the inertia of custom, nnmindfnl

608181 «Piratioim-WThe Wh#e energies fighting cffecl^1jdfl;sido^is8ue^'1»e “the the interwoven forces of interest and tradition, 
or felknri Like Jesw, despitÇd schools of reform and legjsjMV It has not been dis- not differaitiatmg between secondary economic a»'

gotmged, like direct actibpISt^ by the slow and lag- pirations dnd primar>- material purpose, this virility

was.dissipated ui the
stampeded, like the Communists, by the visionary of 
the new Russia. And in' contra distinction to all 
such parties, it has preserved both its principles and 
morale mtaet, ready, not only for renewed effort, 
but,—with a keener insight into the nature of the 
problem—confident that in the struggles and cries 
of the critical future it is the only rallying centre 
for awakening class consciousness. The only rallying 
centre, we say deliberately, because it knows that 
only in the force of time conditioned social percep
tion of the fountain cause of social miseries, will the
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\VU8li of individualist tradition and idealism.■les a deelaration of its principles. 
jk summary of the tested confusions of historic mi 

xigterialiam (and if it printed nothing else, it would 
fwe alt- sufficient, could we understand) and calls 

upon the workers to unite under the banner of the 
8. P.—i.e., to adopt the principles of historic ma
terialism—-in order to capture political power, which 
is the gateway to economic freedom. But the work
ers do not unite and do not adopt those principles— 
nay, don ?t bother even to read them. Why? Be
cause they do not know what those principles imply 
and entail, and therefore they cannot unite for the 
promotion of an ideal they do not comprehend. This 
word ‘‘comprehend” bears no construction, of cen
sure or blame. We know well enough why the work
ing. class do not comprehend—the lack of opportun
ity of enquiry ; the lack of data to compare ; the 
capping stone of them all—the hypnotic suggestions 
and teachings of the ethic of dominion.

Consequently, and realizing this, the policy of 
the S. P., the methods, that is, by which it hopes to 
"accomplish its ideal, is the policy of enlightening the 
working class to the understanding of its social stat
us; to break the hypnotic spell of the class-ethic; to 
awaken and stimulate working class consciousness, 
and through that, and because of that, to weld the 
dispossessed workers in the solid organization of a 
common cause, cohesive" in fact, because cohesive 
in purpose. If the S. P. stopped here it would stop 
in the dreamland of idealist philosophy. It would 
be a non-revolutionary organization of romantic 
individualism. It would be no longer advocate of 
.revolutionary socialism, but an exponent of revision
ist inanities. In consequence, it would sink from 
the practical exposition of historic materialism into 
the labyrinthine circles of “practical politics.”

But it does not stop here. Recognizing the im
port of historic materialism, i.e., the determining 
influence of material conditions, of the movements 

. of society, it brings its activities into harmony 
? with the unfolding conditions of material reality. It

the
In

ever^- country. Even amidst the most staggering 
poverty and unspeakable suffering. Hence it is that 
purely laborist or economic efforts failed to

r-Iarouse
society or consolidate the worker for the great ts»k 
of social conservation. Failed in one ease, because 
they arc strogling against an ever rising tide of ef
fects. in the other, because they are grappling with 
forces whose effects they teel. but whose tangibility, 
is not clearly visualized. Much in the

iit
-

I Isame way as
the l.W W. used to regard the state. Not clearly an
alysing x; nature and function they interpreted it as 
a shadow, negligible in the realm of production—un^ 
til the shadow put forth its armored hand and crush-

?

great change, from property right to social owner
ship. be effected.

With the social changes wrought by the war ; and 
the shattering of the last remnants of feudalism in 
Europe ; and the forced confraternities of hard press
ed dominion ; a large proportion of society were in 
high feather for the great events of the glorious 
times at hand. But as that same society was then— 
and is yet—in dire ignorance of its social relations 
and the meaning of its social instituions; those ex- 
pectatons flowed (as only they could) in the narrow 
channels of interested individualism. Of all socie
ty, misunderstanding labor was perhaps the most proof enough that the invisible forces of the mater, 
expectant. Naturally. It had nothing to lose and condition were not rightly guaged and fathomed, 
didn't know it. Consequently, as Byron says, “the Yet there again is evidence of the soundness of Marx-, 
brighter the hope, the deeper the disappointment,” tan socialism. For by the aid of that philosophy, 
and just as consequently, misunderetanding the na- the S. P., like a life boat in the tossing seas, rode 
ture and meaning of social inter-relations and en- tight, where the bulky freighters of “labor demo- 
tirelv, misinterpreting the activities (or rather their cracy," foundered. Not only that. It is the only 
significance) of parties and leaders, it sought refuge organization with a philosophy, and the only-one that 
frdtn the political abasement of its political forms, can offer an adequate explanation of the why and 
in the virility of its own direct action, under it’s own wherefore of that tangled skein of confusion, the

ed them. Now they know. In this failure the actions 
ists indiscriminately include in sweeping condem
nation the one party which has cought to guage and 
fathom those hidden forces, and by disclosing them 
to arm the working class with its only weapon of suc
cess—political understanding. We leave out of ac
count the enthusiasm and imagery engendered by 
the Russian Revolution. An imager)- which affect
ed us all. The very fact that the event confused us
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direct leaders. Disillusionment discounted polities post-war relations and aspirations of the working 
MA party. In them it saw but depravity and inep- class. But courage, comrades and actionists! The 
titude. Taking—as society always does—the task driving force of the material condition will yet 
nearest to hand, it attacked the manifested effect, focus us to one purpose, more cohesive because of 
uncaring, or unseeing the underlying political prill- the sifting of misunderstanding ; more staunch be- 
ciple. And—again as is usual with society—it cause of the lessons of failure.

^Certainly therefore, the S. P. is advocate of a 
(Continued from page 7)
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was hurried past the means and point of analysis. 
But Oblivious, therefore, that the mani- *
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A Worker Looks at the World ■rS’ I? IS r15 - ■
v-
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of the Rhine. And yet in.spite of France’s ambit- merely seeks to substitute a Labor Government for 
ious political and economic aspirations, her financial the present Unionist Government. In its program 
position is far from being enviable. Financially she and platform it has again and again stated that it 
is practically bankrupt, and she is continually fac- does not aim to abolish the capitalist system, but 
ing a deficit in her budget, which she balances by merely to remove some of the obvious defects of 
issuing vast amounts of paper currency. Thus the Capitalism, 
value of the franc is forced lower and lower.

By ERNEST ETTLINGER %eN spite of our boasted civilization, the condi
tions under which the Human Race still live 
are that of the Jungle. Force is in- the last an-

| 1 v
ï T •
Ey-K-
I ! x alysis the deciding factor, and those Who can muster 

the greatest battalions are the rulers of the world.

Nationalism and Reaction are sweeping the Labor Movement of France seems powerless to ser-

s
\l The The United States.

The United States is faced by an entirely differ
ent situation than the rest of the Capitalist powers. 
The class struggle is yet, still in its infancy, and has 
not, except superficially, manifested itself on the psy
chology of the masses. The onslaughts of the capi
talist class on the trade unions, are beginning to 
create conditions that in the near future will prob
ably mean the growth of a political party expressing 
the aspirations of the industrial workers and the 
mass of poor farmers.

Industrially and economically the United States 
is still advancing rapidly and, from a productive 
and financial point of view, is the most developed of 
all capitalist countries. In spite of the intense e>x- 

In Italy the Fascist Government ahving ruthless- ploitation of the mass of the workers, the U. 8. 
Germany, economically, is disintegrating rapid- ]y smashed the labor and revolutionary movement still offers to its slaves a comparatively high stand-

K> - i

i >11

world as never before, and we see a situation which iously effect the policies of the government, and is
split up into two factions, one element being re
formist and the other revolutionary. The Commun
ist Party of France, while showing some strength,

or
is unequalled in the world’s history. On the one 

side the forces of proletarian revolution have been
fa<
the

r •y i
opicheeked, on the other side the alliances of the var

ious capitalist powers have been shattered by their avanced section of the workers, is yet too weak to 
divergent interests under the stress of the competi- overthrow the French capitalist class. The govern-

and having considerable influence among the more

gr<
v. Ru\ >

tion for control of the world’s market In making ment today rests mostly upon the support of the
peasants, who, due to peculiar circumstances, are 
faring fairly well, and are quite willing to support 
the reactionary and chauvinistic policy of the gov
ernment.

Scl
a review of the dominant capitalist interests, it 
would be well to analyse the political and economic 

currents in the important nations, and their rela
tion to the general international situation.

»ft all:
its

,1.- ma
k is

Italy. Fr<Germany.? s coa 
to iF*.

8* .i A\ b
r EF.

ly under the force of the French invasion of the is proceeding with its plans of reconstruction. The ard of life, a standard which is immeasurably higher
The mark today is practically worthless and government has been succesful in pushing through than that received by the workers of the other eoun-

its electoral reform bill through terrorism and in- tries. It is the farmers of America who at the pres-
timidation, and thus is secure in power for another ent time are the greatest sufferers of capitalist ex-
five years, unless overthrown by an armed uprising, ploitation, and the pas1 four years have seen them
In spite of the fact that Italy is a paradise of cap- sink further and further into the morass of poverty,

enjoyed a fairly high standard of living, and who italist reaction, the economic and financial condi- While ostensibly owning their little patch of land,

the
fur' 
side 
bee: 
of t 
mai 
dus 
este

Ruhr.
the cost of living is constantly soaring to higher 
levels. The position of the German masses is piti

ful. We have the spectacles of a people who in 1914if
today reduced to conditions where actual star- tions have not improved greatly since the Fascist they are bound body and soul to the capitalist class,

vation is constantly menacing. And yet in spite of revolution and the lira is still falling. The foreign-
policy of the Fascist regime has of late been reveal- sweeping the country which has resulted in more or
ed by the demonstrations made against both Greece less steady employment, and increased wages in
and Yugoslavia in true Fascist fashion, and has for some trades,
its aim control of the Adriatic. Italy is faced by 
the combination of nations to the East of her known

y are
At the present time a so-called business boom isis ]

ft the misery and poverty prevailing among the mass
es in Germany, there has been no real éo-ordinated

Fra
stre
desf
offii
that
iiy_
men

revolutionary outbreak. Here and there, under the 
constant stress of existence, riots have broken out 
but they have all been crushed with a ruthless hand. 
And the recent change in government is due more 
than anything else to a feeling of hopelessness

II Politically and industrially the American capital
ist class faces the future with confidence, supreme 
in the belief that the destiny of the world rests with 
them and their heirs and that America will be the 
future ruler of Capitalism, just as Rome was rulei* 
in the ancient world.

m.

i-.i f- as the Little Entente, andxin order to retain a bal
ance of power, Italy is seeking an alliance with 
both Hungary and Bulgaria.

Îamong German capitalists with the Ruhr venture, 
and a hope that the Stresseman government would 
find some way to negotiate a settlement with the

In Germany among practically all classes tige in Europe is on the wane. Between England 
a bitter hatred prevails against Franco, who is look- and I ranee an intense hostility exists due to the |y wdb her expansion in Eastern Asia. The Wash

differences between their aims in the Ruhr and their

j, t England.% men
f b Japan. ;As far as England is concerned to-day, her pres- shetv
y settlJapan at the present time is concerned exclusive-French.

sei
ington Conference has somewhat checked the Japed upon as the arch enemy which is slowly destroy

ing the culture and civilization of Germany. And it is viewpoint on the general European situation. Eng- anese ambitions and at the present time, due to the 
v this intense national feeling which is one of the great land needs a restored Europe for her products, and abrogration of the Anglo-Japanese treaty and the 

{tars to a workers’ revolution in Germany, although activity of France is seriously hindering the recent fearful earthquake, Japan’s interests will be
economic restoration of that continent. This hos
tility will in the future probably culminate in war, 
and once more Britain’s noble heroes will be called 
upon to roll the Frenchies in the mud in the name

—ne 
- deçà 
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turned to internal reconstruction and development.the eeonomic conditions would indicate that such a 
revolutionary outbreak is inevitable. /

h Germany as in most parts of Europe, there is 
ift h.Qj>Oy only a bitter hatred against all foreigners. 

" Iti thè Rhur region, in spite of the bitter anti

Japan is a rapidly growing industrial country, in 
spite of the lack of raw materials, and the economic 
depression which has existed since the early period 

of humanity, and democracy. England, feeling her- of 1920, but her hopes rest on her ability to eventu- 
self isolated, is turning towards the United States a|ly absorb the potential richness of China and make 
and hopes to reach an understanding with that coun-

E'tW

• 'rÿencFfeeling, the economic situation is so distress- 
ing'that at the end of May, a wave of strikes swept 
‘that région, led by the Communist and Syndicalist 
forces. The immediate effect was an increase in 
wages, but this has long since been wiped out by 

'the fall of the mark, and the rising cost of the nec
essities of life. With the cessation of passive resist
ance in^the Ruhr, and the increasing misery on all 
sides, the stage is set for a bitter struggle for power 
between the German Fascist! and the Communists 
as to who should control the future of Germany. 
The trend on the world stage today tends toward 
Fascism, and it is highly possible that the Fascist 
coup d’etat will‘be successful unless the forces of 
clhss conscious workers are sufficiently powerful 
to crush the Fascist revolt.

that country a vassal to her aims. But between 
try. Financially, England is still strong, and the Chjna and japan there stands the power of the U. S. 
value of the pound is almost at par, but economic- whose aim is to prevent Japanese expansion in Asia, 
ally there is stagnation, and unemployment on a

L-

and between the two countries there is a clash of inL 
terests which meet in China. Viewing the psychol-

r. \tremendous scale has existed for over three vqars. 
In the Near East Great Britain is actively trying to

#- i *•
Tvogy of the Japanese and American masses, 

consolidate her economic and political position, and would be extremely popular in both countries, and 
her ultimatum to Russia a few months ago strength-

war
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under the slogans of democracy, supremacy of the 
white race, banzia, etc., the Workers of both coun
tries would cheerfully slaughter one another.

ened her in that region. At the present time she 
has arrived at an understanding with the Turkish 
ruling .class, to mutually exploit the oil regions of 
Asia Minor, for the benefit of the human l^ce, and 
incidently, the British and Turkish ruling classes. 
As far as the masses of the British workers are con
cerned, they are living in poverty and misery as in 
the days of yore, in spite of the fact that England 
was to be a country fit for heroes to live in. «The 

Trance is in the meantime, planning to become labor movement, however, is somewhat recovering 
the dominant capitalist power in Europe. Today from the blows dealt it in 1921 and 1922, and 

„she possesses the largest army and air fleet in the algamation among the various unions in order1 to 
world. By her system of alliances with Belgium, strengthen them is under way, also a great organifa- 
Poland, Czecko-Slovâkia, Roumanie and Yugoslavia, tional campaign is now being carried out under the 
she has consolidated her position tremendously. Her banner of the General Council of the Trade Unions, 
present policy is to stay in the Ruhr until she has The trend among the British Workers is towards 

.satisfied her aspirations, which, when viewed in the political action, and the prestige of the British Labor 
light of capitalist policies, means the political and Party is constantly on the increase, although its pro- 
economic control of the rich industrial region east gram and leadership is frankly reformists, and

>„ I f

!Jti v; (To be continued in next issue.)re
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The Defeat of England and 
America in the Ruhr

>£ A' new rising tide <TE revolution. France went further 
in preparing for her domination. She knew that a 
coalition with Stinnes would arouse the German 

and increase the influence and power of the 
( ommunist Party. Hence she prepared all the bor-’ 
der States. The raids on the Finnish Communists 
and the suppression of the Finnish Labor Party; the 
raids on the Lettish Communists ; the repression 
against the Communists of Poland; thé'attacks on 

France was not to be intimidated—particularly ,6 or^ers °f Hungary all show i _
since, in the negotiations, the “inveterate foe,” the P a” to ave tbe French vassals ready for 

gian government, with the implied support Germans, were open to persuasion. The German m- 3gamSt GermaDy' 
or toleration of Great Britain and Italy. But the dustrialists of the Ruhr-Stinnes, Thyssen, Krupp Irrespective of the turn that events will take in 
fact is that America has had very much to do with and Co.—recognized that a complete vietory of the Germany—England and America have been beaten,
the whole enterprise, both tacitly and more lately Allies-xiot over Germany, but over themselves- *>ance 18 thf master for the moment in Europe.-
openly. would cripple themselves and German industry. Inprecorr.

It has long been known that two American Hence for months they have been negotiating with! 
groups of bankers were directly interested in the Loueheur, Schneider, de Wendel, and Creusot—and 
Ruhr occupation. Harriman has been sitting with,
Schnenider-Creusot, while Morgan has aided his dustry were to co-operate, and a government favor- 
ally, the British Government. The occupation, with able to such co-operation was to be put in power mi 
its resultant passive resistance on the part of Ger
many, has been a severe blow to British trade. It munists have been too much for Cuno,who is a weak-" 
is true that the seizure of the collieries by the ling. A strong man was to be installed, a man favor-
Irench and the shifting of all coal supplies and all able to a concern composed of these Rhenish and1
coal mined to French mills has compelled Germany French magnates—if not openly, at least silently.
to make large purchases of coal in England. Hence How was this trick to be performed ! Very sim-i Society’s needs are prescribed by its respective 
the increased mining in England, which has meant ply. The demands for the resignation of Cuno were économic interests. Economic interests, since civil- 
further profits for the British mine owners amt con- growing ; the time for his retirement and for a lsatlon appeared among mankind .bears indelibly 
siderable work for the miners. But Germany has Stinnes man to be put in his place was approaching. *be baB mark of a class nature, 
been one of England’s best customers. The decline The demands of the workers grew louder and their By the intensification of expropriation which 
of the mark and the consequent closing of the tier- meaning became clear. Cuno was forced to resign acquired a madness in the period of transition from 
man market has been a serious matter to English in- —and Stresemann became the Chancellor. The coal- Fuedalism to Capitalism, and which has that form 
dustry. Hence the British have been greatly inter- dion of the French and German industrialists econ-, of character increased many fold, until today, ex- 
ested in an early settlement of the Ruhr question. omically has been extended to the political sphere. Propriation borders a maniacal form in its applic- 

Furthermore, the French occupation has given France is victor. ation. The mania is much more perceptable in these
France every excuse for continuing to expand and Hence, despite their combined debts against enlightened days than in'the days when the work- 
streugthen her military establishment, much to the France, despite their overbearing economic power, ers conld scarcely read or write, when news travel- 
< espam ç the British nation. The result is that ’ despite the semi-acquiescent attitude of Italy, and led slowly. Todgy news flashes quickly, and sweeps 
o îcially it is admitted by the British Government the disgruntled stand of Belgium, England and the worId 11x10 a terrified or a delightful mood. It 
that there is no government in Europe that militar America have been defeated in the Ruhr. French! 18 conducive to quick thought and action. Its chief 
lly^can compare with France at the present mo- bayonets will remain in the Ruhr; the British pro- function is to serve the expropriators. International

position will not be realized : France, has establish- mterests thrive upon inventions which contracts the
world into
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\ HE Ruhr adventure is generally considered ex
clusively the property of the French and Bel-T a preconcerted 

action
rely differ- 
ist powers. 
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ginning to 
will prob- 
expressing 
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NEGATION AT ITS HEIGHT. .1
French ancr German incarne to an arrangement. i \

BY WILL BAYLISS.
ft

ited States 
productive 
iveloped of 
intense ex- 
the U. 9. 

high stand- 
ibly higher 
other coun
it the pres- 
pitalist ex- 
seen them 

of poverty, 
eh of land, 
alist class, 
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in more or 
d wages in

URRENT time is thecBerlin. The cries of the Nationalists and of the Com-, concentrator of human 
activities and experiences, both old and ' /''I

new.
Time is the smelter in which they are refined, 

and necessity is the mould in which they are shaped 
in accordance with society’s needs.
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can capital- 
:e, supreme 
1 rests with 
will be the 
3 was rulei*

ment.

Not being able to interfere, the British Govern
ment has been obliged to seek assistance. This aid 
she sought from the American

even smaller compass.
True, politics is not conducted in this pristine . By tbe socialising of production ; the 

manner: there is no such thing as a complete suprem- tl0D or intensification of capitalist private, property, 
acy of one nation. France will finally have to com- 1vblcb’ by tbe way, negates individual ownership; 
promise : but France will determine the extent of the international character of its executive, (cabinet 
the compromise and not England and America In muusters), the lme of demaration, showing the class 

- tecades there has not been keen sympathy between' all probability, an Inter-Allied Commission will be ”atUre of society is intensified.
ngland and America. The economic antagonisms, appointed to determine the fate of Germany Ger- The expropriation by the rising capitalist class of 

the sympathy of the American people with the Irish many will probably be reduced to the status of-T* individual P^vate property into capitalist private 
m their struggle against British imperialism, have colony, the same as Austria has been. French guns proPert-v formed the basis of what Marx termed a 
ended to create a chasm between the two nations, will remain in the Ruhr: the French air fleet com- “negati°n” The negation of that negation is 

America was convinced that she won the war for the * mands the world. The occupation of the Ruhr which product of developed capitalism.
, J . duÿ rewarded for it. The very belatedly England decided to
huge debts which the Allies owe America have acted) legal, will become 
as a lever for American interference, openly 
ertly, in all European affairs. But the divided atrti- 
tude of American finance

ed her hegemony over Europe. an

concentra- :;
Thegovernment.

settlement of the British debt—which is said to have 
“sent a shiver down the spine of every Britisher 

nevertheless was excellent business. For several

d exclusive- 
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fa
It is a direct re- 

Such a
Allies—and should be ■;suit of socialised methods of production, 

condition of production must inevitably terminate
America has been highly interested in the whole S°Clal ownership- The social character of produc

tion constitutes the negation relative to capitalist 
private property which is the means it uses for the 
purpose of exploitation. The same characteristic— 
social production—forms the basis of a common 
wealth; their relation then becomes a positive one. » 
Social production, plus social ownership, equals pro-' 
duction for

pronounce il- • v
legal. ’

or cov-

matter of the Ruhr, but the occupation of France 
and England with this problem has given her a free 
hand to gain power elsewhere. The Western world, 
the Near East, where America has successfully 
eluded a treaty with Turkey, and the Far 
(China), where America has found sufficient 
for intervention, have furnished fields enough for 
immediate exploitation. Hence the

the Ruhr controversy1
has. kept the American Government from taking 
tive part in the matter.

on
ac-

con-
eastThe advances of the steel industry of France, 

and particularly the strengthening of the military. 
arm of the French Government, especially in the 
aviation department, have raised great apprehen
sions in the minds of America capitalists. Hence 
the appeals of the British Government have not been 
in vain. The

v

? excuse
use and what is commonly called Bol

shevism ; respectable socialism; or the ideal,
ernment hesitated about intervention in Europe. mon wealth- “The transformation oi scattered pri- 
Declining export trade and the need of the German 'V pl"operty mt0 capxtalist private property is, 
market, whyh has always been one of the most val- A** 7 VA «A mcomparabIy more protracted,
uable for American industry have forced the Amer- Ai A • CU ^ thaD the transformation of
ican Government to act. The determination not to A?;*r , ° pr<>l>erty, already resting on
become “embroiled in European affairs” has be-i tll pr°4uctlon’ lnto socialised property. In

a (lead shibboleth : Business needs it and thti 
American flag follows business. As

com-American Gov-n •i.) “friends and associates” of the 
Great War have separated. England did not and 
could not agree to the plans of the French in the 
Ruhr nor to the method proposed by the French 
Government for the settlement of the German re
paration question. Poincare indicated clearly that 
he would go ahead regardless of British opinion : 
France was m the Ruhr to stop until she received 
adequate guarantees. Recognizing her weakness 
and helplessness, England declared she would make 
a separate proposal, which she would submit to the 
Allies—and to the United States Government. Thé 
American Government had to make a decision—it 
made ^ Morgan decision. American unity was es-1 
tablished—ind’England and America decided 

operate. An alliance was formed for the presenta
tion of different demands and forms of settlement.

;

SES
we had thé expropriation of the 

of the people by a few usurpers; in the latter, < 
we have the expropriation of a few usurpers by the 
mass of the people.”

come
mass

a consequence
the influence of the United States was put square
ly behind the efforts of Premier Baldwin to force
France to an- accounting of her-stewardship over , ™ ^ “A xuxder8t*nd8 the meaning of class
Germany,” But it came too late-France establish- 8®clety- than wlU th° awakening be. Then will the 
ed herself and, with the aid of Stinnes’ political ch*xlxa of ^ oosen, and the.progress of society- 
power, rules, Germany today m0Ve m 8 log,cal or rational

%
- vi-l1

■ M -, xS
ÏS' manner. . Speed the

X Her will be short-lived-not because of the p^t^T WiU be ^

superior power of the Anglo-Saxon Allies.
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athy. The Socialist movement is affected likewise 
and concerning working class educational activity 
we constantly hear it said : “Oh! what’s the use!”

This we consider to be a showing of disappoint
ment over something. Some proposition or other 
has not proved up to what the now disappointed 
ones considered to be a prospect. Education is not 
entirely decried, but it is denounced as too slow, 
monotonous, and unrewarded an activity to be in
teresting. There will be no argument needed to 
press home this statement, nor need the point be 
labored. Labor meetings, socialist meetings, com
munist meetings—all sorts of working class meet
ings are now “somewhere to go” when the weather 
is bad and nothing entertaining is to the fore. And 
working class journals ! The labor journals in gen
eral would be suspended one and all if they did not! 
find support through mass union payments for sub
scriptions. Likewise our own case. We have been 
going behind now for a long time m finance for 
Clarion support. We have not been surprised that 
the Clarion should have had to worry about finance, 
under the prevailing circumstances. Hut we are of

West. All members are urgently requested to at
tend the business meetings of the Local, to take an 
active interest and part in its work, and in 
eral to dispel the prevailing apathy.

Propaganda meetings on Sunday evenings 
under way and every effort is necessary to help 

the comrades responsible for the arrangements in 
carrying them forward.

The Local has appointed a committee to arrange 
for a social and dance to be held .in the near future. 
Success depends upon general interest, 
and take an active part.

ftm mi-:
B gen-

are

m
now

m
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Step in-

e
FOLLOWING THE LEADER

■
■ Years ago, when we lived on a farm in the 

try, my father kept sheep. And there 
peculiarity in the sheep psychology that 1 remember 
very well.

The sheep were kept in a lot at night and turn
ed out on the prairie during the day. Instead of a 
gate, the lot had w^at were called “bars.” These 
were wooden pieces extending across the opening 

,, , . . . , , one above another, and were pulled to one side
the opinion that the working class mind has now when the sheep went in or out. Sometimes in thei^
a tendency to shake off its apathy and to recover eagerness to get out, the sheep would begin their! 
something of its realistic balance. In such a case activities before all the “bars” could be “let down.” 
our voice is likely to gain a hearing. sheep nearest the opening would jump bver.

The winter season approaches and the time is i ‘ thn'i.°U'" ^e/or? lnany had pass-}
, , , . . , . . et*> fbe remaining bars would, of course, be taken

on hand for winter work m educational .class work, out of the way. But every sheep in the flock!
propaganda meetings and so forth. As usual, the would jump at that particular place in imitation of,

those in front, even though the obstacle 
longer there.

This copying instinct is a survival of the past. 
It originated in different conditions from those in 
which civilized sheep live, 

that they can’t remain indifferent for ever. The Sheep are mountaineers. They came from the 
way to do that is to demonstrate the worth of the highlands. In their pre-domestic existence they.

lived in flocks, each flock being led by a wise old 
anve ri*m of experience and courage. These flocks were

. , ... , . . „ , °,ften Pursued by wolves and other animals. Thes
As to the Clarion, readers will be pleased at the sheep escaped, not by hiding or fighting, but by

effort toward financial recovery this issue. As us- flight. The life of the flock often depended on the 
comes largely from those who ^hill and faithfulness with which the members of thé

flock copied their leader. And the practice sheep 
have of following and imitating their leader was no 
doubt acquired through the necessity, when pursued, 
of leaping over the same chasms and rocks that! 
their chief and those in front of them leaped over,! 
whether they could see the reason for it or not! 
Those who did this survived in the struggle for life, 
and those who did not do it went down 
stroyed.

The copying instinct is, therefore, of great 
to a species living as sheep lived in their wild ex
istence, but of no use to them since they have ne-i 
come lowlanders. The instinct to follow the leader 
exists in all animals that live 
It is useful in most of them.

At the Chicago “stock yards" advantage is tak-> 
en of this copying instinct of sheep by having
trained ram lead the sheep to the sraugnter. ___

lann, H. Asson, Walter Wilson, G. Gemmeil, J. Jar- gheep have the nature to follow the ram, and when
they arrive at t^e killing place the- ram steps aside 
and- escapes, to lead another flock a little later. This 

instance where the leader-following instinct in 
sheep is of use to men but not to sheep. Hogs and 
cattle do not have this instinct ; and they have tel 
oe prodded and whipped by men to get them to the 
killing place.

I
£ coun-

e VANCOUVER, B. C., OCTOBER 16. 192:3.Y P was one! •
f
r ADVERTISING THE PORT.C:

j
ANCOUVER'S little business men have long 
since gone on record as favoring any policy 
which would bring this fair city all the adJ 

vertising and publicity jt might be able to get.1 
Good roads for tourists’ automobiles, tourists' auto- 
camps, harbour facilities for shipping, grain eleva
tors, dry docks, reduced harbor dues, reduced 
grain rates, a welcome to all who may have invest
ment to make or money to spend, and a rigorous

Vr ft
T 

I i •
-

• t:.

>■ %tti

â cross-country warning to all other unfortunates to 
stay away. The beauties of the surrounding area preliminary work ii done by those who carry on, in

season and out. The time is here to break down the

r-
were no

of Vancouver have been encouraged as the theme in 
every advertising huckster's song and story, all to 
the end that one day Vancouver shall be a port as 
great as any other, anywhere.

But bad advertizing comes with good, and the 
working population has to be taken into the reckon- Socialist Party work and the need of its continu-

barriers of indifference and to get into the old- 
time stride. People have to have it proven to them

I -
r.

/
«

L
f
L

ing as something otherwise than just part of the 
scenery. Just recently the street- car company’s' 
employees managed to secure a few cents an hour
increase without a strike, and now the longshore- ual again, the effort 
men have broken the advertizing picture by strikingt realize the need of continued educational work and 
for a similar few cents, which action has incurred1 who Jiave not surrendered activity to the wave of

>
St

fiIi the anger of the little business men and those whose epathv lately so popular. Their efforts must gain 
philosophy consists of “Watch Vancouver grow, 
because it. happens that a Wtop on the waterfront 
means a stop in grain shipments through the port!
The boss blames it all on the Reds in the union.

support and encouragement, and that rests with 
the reader. We are of the opinion that the sup-

Not-

I
% V ‘

port will not lag so much now as hitherto.
or were de-foften do we prophesy. Don’t let us fail.

..Ii Well, now, the great big world outside of Van
couver houses quite a few reds and our little busi-, 
ness men should know that there is no important 
business centre on the map without them nowadays.’ 
It simply completes the advertizing picture. And 
then again, there are a few Éeds outside the union 
also whom the boss finds it somewhat hard to inter
view.

use
HERE AND NOW. 7

Following $1 each : J. Johnston. J. Woods, T. 
Dorill, W. P. Black, J. Jenkins, T. Shaw, C. Steen, 
II. Adie, J. Ross, C. Luff, A. H. Russell, G. Crow, J. 
Dennis, R. Brown, H. J. Writechurch, C. Bowie, J. 
H. Richardson, A. Manson, T. Hughes, Mrs. G. Kor

in flocns and herds.;

m
a

£ » Thé
Anyway, it is always funny to see the boss dis

regard his own much respected laws in time of a dine B. W. Sparks, F. Creer, J. F. Knorr, J. J. Mac
Donald, C. B. Robertson, P. Mytton, H. Carlisle, J. 
E. Palmer, J. R. Lawson, E. Antijuntti.

little labor trouble, and to read the record of his 
petty hypocracy. The matter of a strike is a test 
over the volume of the grub pile and the working! 
conditions under which it is earned.

I is an

Following $2 each: J. Cadwalles, D. Balnave, H. 
Maitland, Jas. McLennan, Dr. Hawkins, J. H. 
Greaves.

1 The boss
knows that; the worker knows that ; everybody 
kno^s that—excepting, apparently, the public. 
Who is the public anyway Î

J. II. MOORE.
J. Cunningham $3.
Following per Sid Earp 

ley $1 ; C. Page 50 cents.
Above, Clarion subscriptions received from 29th 

September to 12th October, inclusive, total $51.50.

i W. Steen, $1 ; H. Gaze-

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADAi
:

ENCOURAGING SIGNS:

o •PROPAGANDA
MEETINGS

EVERY 8UJIIMV

THEATRE ROYAL

T is quite common to see all sorts of argument 
and discussion in the socialist and labor press 
nowadays on the decline of radicalism, the set 

back from the spirit manifested a year or two ago in

1 CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND.(r?
t « J. Ross $1 -, H. J. Whitechurch $1 ; D. Baluave $2 ; 

D. W. Anderson, New Zealand (collected) $4.27; 
working class ranks. We observe that the A.F. of G. Gemmeil $1; J. J. MacDonald $5; A Friend $5.

- L. convention at Portland, just ended, has set its Following per Sid Earp:—C. Martin $1 ; S. Earp 
seal of disapproval on every utterance which tended $1 ; E. High am 50 cents ; C. Steen $1 ; E. Bums 25 
to voice any sort of policy for labor out of the mud-'

I;i ô cents ; W. Steen $1 ; E. Sollis $1 ; A. Sollis $1 ; W.
rut-groove in which it has been set for over forty Wickwire $1 ; D. Burge $1 ; F. Locke $1 ; H. Adie 
years. Labor Congresses have recently acted in the $1.

4 SUNDAL, 14th OCTOBER.H
same manner in England and in Canada. Above, Clarion*Maintenance Fund donations re-

Speaker: J. HARRINGTONNow we suspect that this is simply an expression ce-ived from 29th September to 12th October, jn- 
of the general attitude of labor itself in these Eng- elusive, total $30.02. 
lish-speeking countries toward matters affecting 
general working class conditions. All hope 
to be relegated to the beyond. A year or two ago 
labor was on its tiptoes, expectant Today, labor

/

\

LOCAL (VANCOUVER) No. 1.seems
All meetings at 8 fa

QpMttON.
J * »

Diaraarioa.Local Vancouver meets every Tuesday, 8 p.m., 
shows disappointment and is overwhelmed in ap- at Rooms 12 and 13 Flack Block, 163 Hastings St.,
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îested to at- 
1, to take an 
and in gen- The Politics of Capitalism
îvemngs are 
ssary to help 
ngements in » By J. T. W. NEWBOLD

(Continued from last issue) appearing to give them in return anything of
ITHERTO, we have been concerned with the mensurate advantage. They could sell cotton hard- 
earlier phases of British capitalist politics, ware and other manufactures just as well in foreign 
phases which, however remote they may 

appear to be and however alien to our present-day 
experience, nevertheless left us a heritage of diffi
culties and endowed us with institutions, traditions 
and vested interests which, to this day, reinforce 
w ith stubborn relentlessness and an appearance of 
hallowed endurance, the mushroom tyrannies of in
dustrial capitalism. Now, we must come to the

taining raw material, fuel, machinery, and market
ing the product, came the canals and the railways. 
These latter, for the first time, brought the land- 
owners into alliance with the industrial capitalists 

ces of supply they were free to choose from, the and united accumulated rents with accumulated 
cheaper could they produce and the more

comte to arrange 
near future, 

st. Step in- H countries as in British possessions. The more sour-

pro-
fits in new forms of capital, such as railways, coal 
mines, and iron works. Hitherto, the older social 
class had had no direct share in industry. Even in 
woollen and linen manufactures its interest had 
been remote from the process of manufacture. The 
ideas of the landowners had no influence within 
Textile Capitalisjn. When cotton had taken the 
place of wool as the chief textile that form of cap
italism had become completely divorced from the re
actionary and conservative forces in the nation.

The railways, as such, attracted the landowners 
and, by their demand for iron and coal, as well as by 
the indirect stimulus they gave to this demand by 
increasing enormously the volume of trade, led

1R money
could they make. It was not really sordid. It was 
merely common sense. Common sense from their 
point of view, of course, but not from the point of 
view of the cotton growers, cotton brokers, land- 
owners, farmers, and the naval and military classes 

nineteenth century, which witnessed not only the wll° continued to think after the manner of their 
completion of what is known as the Industrial Re- 1 athers in the preceding period. To these, the tri
volution, i.e., the conquest of production by the uraPh °f the “Radicals” meant “the end of all 
machine and the resulting subordination of the hu- things, that is—the end of all things fashioned

by their most moral and constitutional forefathers 
to promote the interests and to express the ideo
logy of their class.

!
,

-in the corni
ère was one* 
: 1 remember

I
1

ht and turn- 
Instead of a 
>ars.” These 
the opening 
to one side 
mes, in their 

begin theifl 
“let down, 
jump bver, 

ny had pass-) 
rse, be taken 
n the flock 
imitation of, 

icle were no

ft a
iman agent to the accumulated creations of social 

labour, but, also, the political triumph of the 
of the machine. That victory, won after a pro
longed struggle against the owners of land and the 
vested interests of the Old Colonial System, the Ser
vices, and the East India Company, brought about a

owner

His Holiness, Free Trade. own-
The manufacturers, whether engaged in making <TS °f rich and extensive mineral properties to de

articles of consumption or means of production, per- ve,0P these for themselves or else to join with cap- 
striking change in the attitude of mind of the indus- petuated the political ideals with which the landed i,alists in forming joint stock enterprises to exploit 
trial capitalist class towards all those institutions them.and mercantile interests, had, themselves, set out

and which they had moderated on their accession Marquess of Bute in Glamorgan, the Marquess of 
to power during the 18th century. They brought Londonderry in Durham, the Earl of Dudley in. 

Liberalism, which had been the political creed of these ideals once more into national prominence, in Staffordshire, the Earl of Fitzwillian in Yorkshire, 
the manufacturers during their rise to

The Duke of Devonshire in Furness, the
and ideas which it had formerly assailed with such 

• vehemence and indignation. rof the past, 
■om those in

more pronounced and, apparently, more sincere and the Earl of Ellesmere in Lancashire, were con
form, a form of ideas which had become principles spicuous among their peers in the acumen which

soon as that supremacy obtained for them during the generations when the farmers and small they showed in developing the mineral wealth of
the political and social status which they had har- shopkeepers (the ancestors of this 'class), found their lands, but they
bored as the privilege of the landed interests and

ne from the 
istence they. 
y a wise old 
flocks were 

imals. 
ting, but by 
;nded on the 
mbers of the! 
•actiee- sheep 
■ader was no 
hen pursued, 

1 rocks that! 
leaped over,! 

>r it or not. 
ggle for life, 
or were de-(

economic a
supremacy withip the social system, began to evap
orate as

not unique in this respect.
therein the natural expression of their interests and The landowners were not all content to draw royal- 

their official representatives. The enthusiasm which inclinations. They had coble to politics with the Les and charge way leaves. Some of them chose ro 
they had displayed for breaking down all barriers ideals of their past, with their prejudices and their become industrial as well as agrarian capitalists, 
of caste and all bulwarks of conservatism ; their aspirations, resolved to mould the national life on At the same time* that the landowners 
ardent championship of oppressed minorities and of their own pattern, and to reshape the economic pol 
backward races; their passion for freedom of

wereThe;
1

were be
coming industrialists, the more prosperous indus- 

eon- icy of the State so as to promote the interests of trialists were beginning to invest
synony- profits in mining royalties, iron work:*, coal and salt 

with the interests of Humanity. They had de- mines, and engineering, railway and harbour
The Houldsworths, of Nottingham and 

Lancashire, became coal and iron jnagnates in Lan
arkshire ; the Peases, of Darlington, became coal 
masters in Durham and iron-stone owners in Cleve-

It had early enough become apparent that the 61-818 and the treasury of food, and freedom to ex- land, railway promoters at Stockton, and engineer- 
employing class however generous its senti- change the products of industry. They desired equal- ing capitalists at Newcastle ; the Brights, of Roch- 

ments and however eager its efforts to liberate- the ‘tv of opportunity without let or interference from dale, became great shareholders of the L. and N 
West Indian negroes, was not prepared willingly without. They wished to increase their wealth from W. Railway.
to grant freedom of combination in Trade Unions, tlle superfluity of others, and give of their surplus capitalized Bolekow Vaughamand Co. 
to further the passing of the Factory Acts, to ex- t0 suPply the others’ need. Such being their desire, 
tend the Parliamentary franchise to the workers, their motto became, in varying notes of expression 
or thereafter, to encourage direct Labour represent
ation on public authorities. Exceptions, of 
there were, but the capitalist champions of Trade 
unionism were extremely rare before the passing of 
the Second Reform Bill in 1868 gave to the members 
of the growing craft and trade unions the right of 
voting at Parliamentary elections. Again, the op
position to State interference and public enterprise 
which the middle class politicians professed did not
long cause them to run counter to capitalist require- v°lution. For quite sixty or seventy years, con- 
ments in such services as police, education, public Lnuoijs improvements in technique—in the manu- 
health, post office,* telegraphs, etc. 
tion they raised was directed more against waste
ful expenditure and irresponsible (i.e., upper class) construction of machinery, and in the improvement 
control than against the continuous infringement of tlle hitherto execrable means of communication, 
the principle of laissez faire. Their agitations enabled the manufacturers to balance supply and 
against the Corn Laws, against Church Rates and demand, production and consumption. Capital nev

er lacked, for any length of time, some outlet, some

their enormous
science and of enquiry ; their antagonism to the their class, which naturally seemed to them 
hereditary principle in government, to domination mous

I
i
iand to patronage, whether in Church or State, all 

these began to wane as soon as their forms of wealth
sired freedom to utilise the new contrivances, by schemes, 

of which it had become practicable to in-
*

means
secured social recognition and they 
power for themselves.

won political crease the very limited powers of manufacture ; free
dom of access to the land as the storehouse of min-

of great use 
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II. MOORE:

Other Man-
c hester magnates assisted the coal and iron masters 
of Shefield, Ebbw Vale, Furness and South York- j

■—“Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité.” Peace* appeared shire, 
to them to be the great ideal. War was just a great 
disturbance of the world, holding up all their busi-

(To be continued in next issue.)course. 1

ness, ignoring all their concerns, waged between 
those who would, in any case and whatever the is
sue, be sure to oppress them or buruen them with 
taxes.

1

So they thought, this new capitalist class, at the 
outset, and in the first stages of the Industrial Re-ANAOA
facture of textiles, in the application of power, in 
the raising of coal, in the fabrication of iron, in the

What opposi-)A I
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*
was no reason why they as capitalists Should give a 
slice off their profits to anybody else. Tariffs on 
foodstuffs and raw materials ; Navigation Laws, re
stricting the free import of goods at the lowest abundant raw material for the machines and cheap 
freightage ; Protection, increasing rents and, hence.
the price of land, all increased the cost of produc- Anti-Uom Law League, 
tion and subtracted from the share of surplus-value From Cotton to Coal and Iron,
which should have gone to the capitalists. Taxation All through this first period the manufacture 
for the maintenance of the Empire, the Army and of textiles continued to be the most influential in- 
the Navy, bit heavily into their net profits without dnstry. Out of its needs for better means of ob-
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cf#BY J. HARRINGTON
H

Article Fifteen. They proceed to take soundings ; in the streets fortress, being both Legislators and Generals, multi- 
crowds of people commence to gather, to express re- plying and inventing means of defence and attack, 
sentment ; it is the liour when the workers have launching proclamations and unearthing the 
reached the factory and are busy at work.
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ICTOR HUGO tells'us that “On December 1st, 
1851, Charras shrugged his shoulders and un
loaded his pistols.” Charras had assumed the 

task of protecting his country, and was the last to 
be convinced that it was safe. A few others who 
lacked pistols but still had doubts were looked 
upon as fools. On the following morning Charras 
and a couple of hundred more were arrested in their 
beds, and Paris awoke to the fact that another re
volution was accomplished. The evidence had been 
carefully weighed, and the verdiet duly rendered, 
that no man would be so criminal, even had Ihe 

power been at his command, to set aside the duly de
clared will of the nation. In fact Napoleon him
self had said just four days previous : “If I wanted 
to do wrong I could not.” He had the day before 
questioned a number of Colonels “eaqh one by him
self,” and all had declared the army wras solid for 
the Assembly. So we have here another case of 
man’s need of Divine guidance.

This conspira tory revolution went through with
out a hitch. The troops told off to defend the As
sembly were removed during the Sight, and replaced 
by dependable ones; the proclamations to be posted 
declaring the dissolution of the Assembly, were 
taken a few hours before dawn, to the printers, and 
distributed in small parcels to the typesetters, who, 
in spite of the fact that their copy was so skilfully* 
selected as to hide all meaning, worked each man 
with an armed soldier on each side of him.

Everyone famous as a barricade captain had a 
guard waiting to arrest him at the proper moment, 
as had the Generals, and Assembly Guardians 
(Qu esters) whose influence with the army was fear
ed. A group of ragamuffins whose scholarship had 
suffered the same neglect as their apparel were at 
hand to post the proclamations. Another group of 
ragamufins, who had suffered in .neither of these re
spects, were at hand with bundles of francs in case 
any military commanders should have a conscience 
sufficiently virile to be still insistent upon being 
heard after the promises and wine, which had been 
used to debauch them. Hugo tells us of one whose 
hesitation made him the immediate, happy and un
repentant recipient of one hundred thousand francs. 
A strong argument we must admit, but one quite 
outside the power of a working class revolutionist 
to advance.

Hugo we remember in 1848 making passionate 
appeals to the working class to refrain from vio
lence. In 1877, after the Germans and death bad; 
placed Napoleon beyond the power to harm,he wrote 
“The History of a Crime.” Its purpose was to 
record the dastardly crime of Napoleon III. It 
does more than that; it actually reveals the das-i 
tardly cowardice of the ruling class. It does so with 
the same childlike innocence that the medieval monk 
confesses in his conflicts with beautiful females, the 
real nature of his pious meditations.

The Paris of 1789, of 1830, of February and June, 
1848, -could surely be reckoned on to forthwith end 
the aspirations of such a clown as Napoleon IJI. 
Hugo goes abroad and inquires how the people feel. 
He is told they are dazed. “Workmen read the pla
cards, say nothing, and go to work. Only one in1 
a hundred speaks. It is to say ‘good’!” Michel de 
Bourges asks him what he will do. He replies 
“Everything.” 
between these worthies gathered to decide upon ac
tion, Hugo was for action at once. Bourges argued 
"The people must be given time to understand, to 
grow angry, to rise .... If we were to march im
mediately straight upon the troops, we should only 
be shot to no purpose, and the glorious insurrection 
for Right would thy be beforehand deprived of its 
natural leaders—the representatives of the people. ” 
(The emphasis is our own).

V pave-
The ments, employing the women in writing placards, 

hour when the tired business man appears on the while the men are fighting, we will issue a warrant 
Oh, this looks better,” said one of the against Louis Napoleon,” etc., etc. 

counter-revolutionists, who had wandered around
scene.

■r We must assume from this that they were really 
peeved. Hugo tells us that he became intoxicatedsadly all morning noting “the apathy of the mass

es.” with his own ideas when making this speech, but, 
They reach a point where a larger crowd is as- becoming suddenly sober he arrayed the odds*against 

sembled “many working men in blouses” are there, them: An army of one hundred thousand, six thou
sand cannon and all munitions in apple pie order, 

They cry enough to invade Russia. On their side, a thousand 
men, six hundred muskets, about two thousand

soldiers come marching ; the crowd calls “Long live 
the Republic. Hugo is recognized.

Long live Victor Hugo. aThey ask his advice. “Tear down the seditious cartridges, not a drum or bell, to sound assembly, 
placards and cry long live the Constitution.”1 or tocsin, nor any means to print proclamations. On 

Suppose we are fired bn?” “Then hasten to arms.” the one hand, “An army and a crime; on the other, 
Singular is it not, that Hugo and his friends, hav-> a handful of men and Right.” No matter> these 
ing the same number of hands and lustier tongues, dauntless warriors were bent on blood. But they 
could not have initiated this most revolutionary ae- had made their calculations minus the human ele- 
tivity they now advised a few “young working? ment; and so, owing to a severe lapse of memorv, 
men ” to engage in. However, Hugo makes a speech no one appeared to be clear at what hour they 
and ends with these words : “Citizens, you have lo meet and erect this formidable government “in 
two hands; take in one your Right and in your the midst of dauntless workmen,” and the fruits of 
other your gun and fall upon Bonaparte” (Emphas* 
is again ours.) Advised by a tradesman that he 
would be shot, he tells them his death would be 
boon, “if the justice of God could result from it.

tv

were

so interesting an experiment have yet to he deter
mined. When Hugo got to the Faubourg St. An
toine, Baudin had been killed, the barricade taken 
and the district was in the hands of the army. When 

attempt had been made early in the morning to 
summon the “workmen” to arms, the half-hearted 
enthusiasm of the sovereign representatives of “the 
People incarnate” had dissolved the first emotional

But an even greater sacrifice would at that moment 
be required, seeing that God’s Vicar on earth was 
having the devils own time in Italy, trying to save 
the last remnants of world-wide temporal power

an
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enjoyed for a thousand years by his mighty church, response ; some had held up their hands in a manner! 
Without doubt God g attention would be drawn sufficiently eloquent to draw from the “workmen”

expresions of contempt, and the sorry business end
ed more heroically than it began. After the crude 
barricade of a few avert nrned ' chicles had been, 
laised, two companies of troops appeared, seven of

south-east of Paris.

Hugo’s words brought deafening applause, and 
he was sorely tempted “to carry off all that crowd 
and begin the battle,” but Charamaule pointed out 
the crowd had no arms, the soldiers were but two '^e rePresentatives approached the troops unarmed.

It seemed for

u
;

a moment as though they would be 
succesful in winning them over, when some of the

paces off and the artillerymen were unlimbering
their pieces. It strong argument. Hugo
acted upon it. But he still thought such a moment barricade defenders mistaking the hasty movements

cf the troops for an attempt to capture the repre
sentatives, fired, and a soldier dropped wounded; 
'he angered troops swept the barricade in a momeni. 
and it was all over.

was a

might have brought victory, and asks posterity— 
was he right or wrong? For our part we are bo 
more able to answer correctly than he, but 
hazard the opinion that he was very funny.

n
we can

There was always the chance* in those days of They were not discouraged; proclamations 
to the people, but what a " ritten, outlawing Napoleon, -Iule Favre, the

speakable creature who, seventeen years later was 
to play no notorious a part in the suppression of the

were
soldiers going over un*

c~ chance ! Just imagine the impudence of this man ]? »
after his actions in 1848, contemplating the assault 
of an army, with an unarmed crowd. However, they * ommune, and who, after the fall of Sedan, had said

to the workers of Paris, “Citizen working 
made the empire you can unmake it, 
the authors of these heroic documents with which 
these warriors sought to subdue

whe
beg

hailed a passing cab and left the crowd, and the 
golden moment, to the soldiers.

men, you thir
?was one ofThey then

tempted to hold a session of parliament, and were 
forcibly thrown on to the streets. The Judges met 
to order impeachment proceedings, and suffered 
similar degradation.

'an army. IkOne man, Emile de Giradin,'owner of Le Presse, 
opposed their blood thirsty designs. He indeed, 

The parliament met again at one of the town and we are speaking of 1851, advocated a general 
halls, to declare a republic, but during the discus- strike. The proclamations, however, did arouse and 
sion the cry arose : “Beware of the Red Republic!” centralize the latent feeling agaipst the usurpation 
However, the Republic was declared, the boulevards Power, but the great working class districts 
were ready ; were the Faubourgs ? Three hundred silent; they remembered too well June, 1848, and 
representatives of the people, quite a little army besides Persegny had, by the arrest of all those who 
in itself, on their lawful business, were then ordered were known as barricade chiefs, deprived them of 
to leave by “a young spark” who pointed to the recognized leaders, 
bayonets behind him. And they left,—for gaoL 

There still remained at large 
members of parliament who were prepared to

a
phi:

: con
sun
ditiI eOf: a dwere
WOl
moi
beft
brilThe struggle broke out in 

its full strength on the 4th, hut it was the strugglo 
hundred °* desperate men who desired t 

Without arms, without a plan, wi

r re Li
endtodo V something.

d^^Lco-operation ;
France at all costs. They met in the Popincourt something to .compose a poem aboutant a valuable 
district, which had made a desperate stand in June, *esson, shibboleths and rhetoric, howe-ver endearing 
1848. They represented “Truth and Justice! the t0 emotional souls, are but indifferent weapons in 
supreme and sovereign power, the People incarnate warfare. Sixteen thousand troops soon proved that 
—Right!” A formidable aggregation without doubt. *n *he real world where men meet men, discipline,
They decided to set up a government in the Fan- organization, and munitions are factors of no mean ' ; *s
bourg St. Antoine, another district famous for, its importance. Though in the shadow world, where 
revolutionary determination. “Thence in the midst phantoms of the mind counted, and no matter how? 
of the dauntless throng of workmen of that great bloody the fray, victory always rests with the 

district of Paris, enclosed in the Faubourg aa in a

It* ‘over a
cansave
ofWell, we shall see. In a debate
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An Unusual Friendship
Ï»!

although an active and intelligent minority exercises 
an influence, vastly disproportionate to its numbers, 
still no minority can bind together in unity a social 
mass, partly unconscious of decisive purpose and 
partly resistant to the ideal. In other words that 
society is not moved by high theory, but moves itself 
by the common work-a-day vision of practice. Con
sequently, we submit that the charge of reaction is 
as futile as it is visiouless. And because of its own 
visionlessness- doomed in the movements of man.

Look at the press of this ragtime “socialism” 
for proof. What are its projects for the advance
ment of-social conditions and the progress of man ? 
Leagues of Nations, sudsidies for unemployment, 
fair trading, nationalisation, proportionate taxes, 
graduated reform, sliding scale living, Oriental ex
clusion, reasonable tariffs, empire immigration, fac-

- ï»>3 t •

ll
By FRANZ MEHRING.» '

*

(ie ant’s examination, and are therefore assumed by ail 
authors as already known.” He studied everything 
about army administration, down to the most tech
nical details: Elementary Tactics, Vauban's system 
of fortification, and all other systems, including the

(Concluded from last issue.)
He therefore undertook the study of the Slavié 

languages because of the “consideration” that in 
the next great clash of national interests, “at least 
one of us” should be acquainted with the language, 
history, literature, social institutions of those nations 
with whom there was some likelihood of immediate 
conflict. Oriental troubles led him to the oriental 
languages ; he steered clear of Arabic with its four 
thousand roots, but “Persian is a veritable child’s 
play of a language”; he would be through with it 
in three weeks. Then came the turn of the Germanic 
languages : “I am now buried in Ulfilas : I simply 
had to get rid of this damned Gothic : I have been so 
long carrying it on in a rather desultory manner. I 
am surprised to find that I know much more than 
I expected. I need one more book, and then I’ll 
be absolutely done with it in two weeks. And then 
for Old Norse and Old Saxon, with which I have 
long been on terms of half-acquaintance. As yet 
1 have absolutely no paraphernalia, not even a lex
icon: nothing but the Gothic text and old Grimm, 
but the old fellow is really a brick.” In the sixties, 
when the Schleswig-Holstein question came up, 
Engels undertook “some Frisian-English-Jutian- 
Scandinavian philology and archaeology,” and 
when the Irish question blazed up,
Irish,” and so on. In the General Council of the 
International his comprehensive linguistic accom
plishments were of great value to him ; “Engels can 
stammer in twenty languages, ’ ’ was said of him, be- 

in moments' of excitement he displayed a

ils, multi- 
id attack, 
the pave- 
placards, 

i warrant

modern system of detached forts, bridge construc
tion and fieldworks, fightmg tools, down to the 
varying construction of carriages for fiddguns, the 
ravitaillement of hospitals and other matters; final
ly he passed on to the general hiistory of war. in 
which connection he paid particular attention to the 
English authority Napier, the French Jomini. and tory acts and brotherly love, milk for children, min

imum wages for women, labor for adults, pensions
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the German Clausewitz.
for the old, homes for the indigent, union made 
goods and boss made unions. Government inspec
tion, housing and sanitation, shorter hours, living 
conditions, fair wages, demands, petitions, resolu
tions by the billion—anything but the one issue, so-

phials of his scorching rage over the two generals cial c°ntro1 of the means of Ufe- The one
who, at the Battle of Waterloo, in the character of and °n,-v solution for social peace and social pros- 
championa of feudal Europe, inflicted a deathblow Pcrity. The opposite of which, capitalist owner

ship and production for profit, prevents, and will 
for ever prevent, the frothing demands of their con
fusion.

It is this laborite “socialism” which casts its 
evil notoriety on Marxian reality. It is this hybrid 
between anarchy and Liberalism which has begotten

Far removed from any shallow attacks on the 
moral folly of warfare, Engels sought rather to 
recognize its historic justification, by which effort 
he more than once aroused the violent rage of de
clamatory democracy. Byron once poured thea
on the heir of the Revolution ; it was an interesting 
accident that made Engels, in his letters to Marx, 
outline historic portraits both of Wellington and
Blucher, which in their small compass, are so com
plete and so distinct, that they hardly need to be 
altered in a single respect to make them fully ac
ceptable to the present state of advancement of mil- working class imperialism. It is this wild catting of

promise and advertisement by “labor leaders” that

“some • Celto- 1
i

itary science.
In a third field, too, in which Engels also labored nullifies the efforts of the workers for unity, and

turns them away in disgust from the political circus
J

■much and with pleasure, namely, in that of the
of the “one steppers.” It is this false socialismnatural sciences, he was not to have the opportunity, 

during the decades in which he accepted the bond- that led the workers into the trenches, and left them
to wallow in the blood of their kind while its pro

cause
slight lisp.

Another epithet of his,was that of the “Gen
eral,” which he earned by "his still more assiduous' 
devotion to the military sciences. Here also he was 
satisfying an “old predilection” at the same time 
that he was preparing for practical needs of the re
volutionary policy*. Engels was counting

importance which the partie militaire held it to be the great good fortune of his life, to
The experi- have stood by Marx's side for forry years, even 

with the officers who had joined the revolution at the price of being completely overshadowed by

age of commerce in order to afford free rein to the 
scientific investigations of another man—to put the phets secured place and preferment and safety at

home. And is again preparing the board for the ‘j
finishing touches to his own labors.

same game. In the inevitable reaction that has over
taken it. it has divided the workers internationally. 
It has filing one section into reaction, looking for 
the grace of God and the new Messiah of labor: the 
other into the vain speculation, that out of its hope
less miseries the working class will be hurried into 
definite purpose, or flambozzled by aggressive 
directness into the Canaan of freedom. It did not

And this was really a tragic lot. But Engels 
never wailed about it, for sentimentality was as 

on “the foreign to his nature as to his friend's. He always j
enormous 
would attain in the next commotion.
en ce
in the years of rebellion had not been very satisfac- Marx's gigantic, form. Nor did he consider it to 
tory, and Engels declared that “the military rabble be a belated form of satisfaction, to be permitted,
had an incredibly dirty caste spirit. They hate each after the death of his friend, to be the first man
other worse than poison, envy each other like the international workers’ movement, to play the 
schoolboys at the slightest mark of distinction, but first violin, as it were, undisputed, in this move
they show a united front against all civilians.” En- ment ; on the contrary, he considered this to be an
gels wanted to arrive at a point at which his theoret- honor that was too great for his merits, 
ical remarks might have some weight and might not

-,
of happen so in Russia. It has not resulted so in Po

land or Austria, miserable though they are ; and in 
Germany, in the direst straits of destitution, thé 
Communists themselves were compelled to oppose it J 
And in no other country is there the least stirring of 
movement. Beware of it comrades, it is a dangerouk 
theory.

ns were 
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As each of the two men was completely alisorbed 
in the common cause, and each made an equally 
great sacrifice to it, although not an identical sacri
fice, without any disagreeable reservation of ob-

(To be continued)merely expose his ignorance.
He had hardly gotten established in Manchester, 

when he began to “plug up military science.” He 
began with the “simplest and most rudimentary jeetion or of boast, their friendship became an al 
things, such as are asked in an ensign’s or lieuten- lianee which has no parallel in human history.

i REVOLUTIONS, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL
(Continued from page 6)

dreamer, these means of murder are of less import
ance than an exalted ego, or a borrowed revolution
ary phrase.

In the Boulevard Montmartre the troops mowi 
ed down the crowd with less compunction than a 

social system of which quite markedly it does not farmer m0ws wild oats; and still Paris, revolution-

i

X

hand, and on the other, it is ridiculoqs to ask soc
iety, and folly to attempt to force n, to accept a

REACTION.
(Continued from page 3)

philosophy which goes back, in date, for a quite 
considerable time; and as a ph !osophy is only a 
summary of experience, advocate of an ancient con
dition. Hence -we inherit the brick of reaction. But 
a date has no kinship with reaction. The ancient 
workers were just as wise, and as worthy, as the 
modern—and a deal better organized. And it would 
be derogatory to compare some of them with the 
brilliant labor leaders of today. But condition is 
relative. To what ! The cause which occasions it 
end with whid^M indissolubly associated. And that 
cause f In tbe^articular case, the social relations 
of capitalist production. The S. P. therefore—the 
express!od of historic materialism—advocates the 
philosophy which explains those conditions ; condi
tions which generate capitalist life, and the power 
df - capitalist dominion, 
planations of those conditions are not accepted, and 
yet cannot be disproved, it follows logically from the 
terms of historic materialism that the propaganda 
of social education must still be carried on, on one

Presse, 
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general 
use and 
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ary Paris, did not rise !
The night following this slaughter, and the next 

social community desires it, it is impossible to exert day, December 5th, saw an end of the fighting The 
any action without power, means, support and or- Republicans maintained the troops were drunk and 
ganization, which could subvert ana overcome the kept well supplied, which was no doubt true, but 
consciously conceived desires of society. And al- which incriminates rather than absolves them, 
though the capitalist technology has changed and 
the capitalist economic has expanded, the social entertained by the inhabitants of the boulevards 
ideation has not. It still clingy as man and society and the Faubourgs. The middle class knew vi-tcry 
alike have ever done, to the wonred habitat of would bring them face to face with the Red Spectre, 
yesterday. Social ideation does not necessarily— The workers knew they were victims in 1848 of that 
and does not usually—change step by step with the self same dread, 
processional processes of production. Until the 
changed technology has developed its correspond- suppressed, but after the thousand or so bourgeoise 
ing change in thought, the social mind, and through who had been killed or wounded on the Bou’evard 
it the social organization, is not consciously percep- Montmartre, there was little more fighting. Many 
tive of the change. Hence, not having visualised thousands were transported, and their prosperity' 
the sources of the conflict going on in its midst, it came in with all its glory, and the revolutionary 
appreciates no occasion for change, and cannot period of politics came to a close. And the vocial 
formulate the means for its accomplishment. And revolution dawned.

approve.

4As a social revolution is impossible until the
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on the brain of the living.
However, “practice makes perfect” 

hoary and horrid spectre of superstition threaten to dom
inate the mind, It may be that help will come from the 
buoyant exhortation of one whose soul, Before he gained 
freedom, was steeled and strengthened In the harsh 
school of chattel slavery ; even as the modern revolution
ary wage-slave has developed an Invincible virility that 
laughs all the onslaughts of parasitical philosophies to 
scorn.

Jewish merchants, arising from his having been given your 

article to read my friend had pointed out the error of this 

rumor and in proof of the orthodoxy of his mothey, had 

shown him a letter just received from her in the Old 

Country wishing her son a Happy (Jewish) New Year. 

This so tickled the merchant that, just after the great fast, 

he referred to the message In another conversation with 

my freethinking friend. However, by this time, another 

letter had arrived from his mother and which he also 

But this missive from an lntelli-

Correspondence m - mand should the

STOCK-TAKING IN APATHY,B? 3
- w

-■\
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Editor Clarion :r
1 recently attended a “mass meeting” called under the 

auspices of the "Workers’ Party-cum-Fed.-FarmenLabor- 

There were exactly 32 present, including the

r

\ If
i. Party.

speaker, who is an national organizer o: the combined par-I For it was Epictetus the Stoic, who advised this anti
dote against any appearance of the arch enemy : “...............
bring in against it some other fair and noble appearance, 
and therewithal cast out this vile one. And If thou use 
to exercise thyself in this way, thou shall see what should
ers and nerves and ^inews thou wilt have! But now we 
have only wordiness and nothing more. This is the true 
athlete, he who exerciseth himself against such appearanc
es. Hold, unhappy man! be not swept away. Great Is the 
contest, divine the task, for kingship, for freedom, for 
prosperity, for tranquility _ . . . For what greater tem
pest is there than that which proceedeth from appear- 
ancek that mightily overcome and expel the Reason?”

In other words, all ye workers of every kind, whether 
or not your jobs compel you to exercise your physical 
muscles ; try and develop, harden and strengthen your 
mental muscles. As a sporting race, you are no strangers 
to physical culture. Now ’tis time to take an equal pride 
and interest in” so to speak, mental physical culture. 

Dauphin, Man.

showed the merchant, 
gent, well-read and broad-minded woman, did not please 

him so much because it stated that she had been listening 

to another of a series of (English-spoken) Unitarian ad

dresses, which impressed her as follows: “Yesterday I 

again went to church and heard the clever minister give a 

wonderful address on "In tune with the Infinite* (by R. W. 

Trine). It was splendid and all the time I was wishing you 

there to enjoy it. The service too is satisfying and 

sends you away with a feeling of pleasure that unfortun

ately is lacking in our Jewish services."

Next, the dealer asked him if he had fasted on the 

Day of Atonement and also commented on the fact that my 

friend was absent on that occasion from the synagogue. 

The reply was that, being a very temperate eater and at 

times putting in, on his own account, a few hygienic 23 Vi 

hour fasts, he did not need to abstain on any special Day 

of Atonement and therefore did not do so; and neither had 

he felt impelled to attend the religious services, especi-

,,fc Ifties.\ $Looking at the meagre crowd, half of whom were in op
position to the organization the speaker represented, I 
cast my mind back to other days when the same building 
would be packed on a similar occasion..

The speaker at the conclusion of his address announ
ced that there would be no questions or discussion, as he 
recognised the fact that incompatible differences of op
inion existed among his audience.

After three years of Communist policy, here was a 
spectacle. Thirty-two people turn out to hear a member 
of the Bx-comm. of the Third International!

During my travels in search of the elusive job, 1 have 
run across many ex “revolutioneers.” Most of them have 
a highly developed “martyr complex." They informed me, 
that they have quit making sacrifices (mostly vicarious) 
and that they are going to look out for tnemselves. As it 
they had not always done that very thing!

If hugging the stoves and "flopping ’ in the reading 
rooms of working-class organizations comes in the cate
gory of sacrifice, then I am willing to admit that there 
have been many victims. The same sacrifice could be 
made in Salvation Army hotels—if permitted.

One individual informed me that he has “quit the re
volution." Moreover he had a solution to the workers’ 
problem, that is; "Do nothing." Nevertheless, he could 
not overcome a long established habit, i nat is, to talk. 
The answer to the question "What is Life?” over which 
Marx pondered deeply before he replied: “Struggle,” and 
which perplexed the encyclopedic mind of Spencer to the 
end of hie days; was simplicity itself. "Life,” quoth the 
philosopher, “is eating and drinking.” What profound 
saplency! surely a diet of coffee and to which this philos 
opher has an obligatory partiality is not the stuff out of 
Which life is made.

“Canst thou believe thy living is a life, so stinkingly
depending ?”

Then there are the hot foot revolutionists of yester
year, who now have jobs.

They give you the hush-hush and warning finger if the 
boss is around, or teat the neighbours find out they aren’t
respectable.

To aJU appearances the movement has reached another
-after ’4»”

That is, a period comparable to that which ensued after 
’ . the revolutionary days of 1848; concerning which Harring

ton writes so lucidly.
In this swamp of apathy, in which we are engulfed, it 

is up to those members of the working-class who realize 
their "stinklngly dependent" condition and who do not 
oscillate- between the revolutionary jag and total absten- 
tiOffUw Support the organs of working-class education.

If Mr interpretation of “materialism" is in error; then 
we err in good company.

A • sinecure in a Prussian University meant “life of 
eating and drinking” for Marx. A life far beyond that 
ever enjoyed by our wage-slave so wise of today.

Did Man reject, the offer for something less substan-
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Literature Price Listally as he was working at that time.

At this, and quite in the spirit of our ancestors who 

used to legally enforce church attendance, the dealer’s 

eyes flashed fire and far more in earnest than in jest, he 

fanatically cried out “If I had seen you on the streets, Ï 
would have pulled you into the synagogue!” Here his

tory repeated itself, for the great Jewish philosopher,

Spinoza whom Haeckel acclaims as one of the world’s 

most gifted thinkers, was himself ex communicated and 

hounded from the Jewish church because he came to the 

conclusion that he mast reject his traditional religion in 

favor of his pantheistic philosophy. In this case, the cen- 

turies-long persecuted race became themselves perse

cutors.

A noteworthy point as regards this incident was that 

my friend had received In return for a freethought equiv

alent a free consignment from the good Bishop W. W.

Brown of "Communism and Christianism” but on which 

entry duty had to bepaid. Feeling that what costs the re

cipient nothing is nothing valued, these books were dis

posed of at practically duty cost, namely, five cents each.

Now this same merchant on being asked to purchase a 

copy at that price had eagerly agreed stating that he had 

heard about the books, and even if they cost 310 apiece, 

he would buy one. Yet, when his own religious skin was 

pricked, how he did squeal !

he should have enough mental firmness to support his 
convictions, irrespective o(i where or to what they may 

lead him.

It was the want of this quality that caused me to lose 

further interest in another man here—a French-Canadian 

Socialist who was brought up as a Catholic. Nevertheless, 

he liberally indulged in freethought and had a number of 
copies on hand of "Communism and Christianism,” as 
many of which as I liked he offered me for nothing, stat 
ing that he had already peddled them everywhere he 
could in the district He also used this as one of the text 
books In a study class which he organized. Yet by a mere 
accident I afterwards foend out through a neighbor 
woman friend of his when T called on her one Sunday to 
find out where he had temporarily gone to, that he was 
still attending Catholic chych services. This woman must 
have told the man of my utter astonishment at his conduct 
for. next time I met him, he somewhat apologetically ad
mitted the truth of her report. So good fellow as he was, 
we drifted apart, and I never saw him again.

Now, such tactics will not do. The Jewish layman who 
doesn't depend on religion for a living, and who, through 
enmity to and at the expense of Christianity, is a “free
thinker” but remains the slave and tool of his own particu
lar brand of superstition; the Protestant of Catholic, etc., 
who is ditto to each one’s rival religions; all such who 
have not the courage of their convictions, are not, as the 
French term freethinkers, genuine "esprits forts,” which 
means strong minded people. They are merely weak and 
unreliable mental Invertebrates, and decidedly gaseous too 
at that; yet not even on a par with what Haeckel dubs the 
god of the various orthodox religions, for him they con
ceive as being a "gaseous vertebrate!”

Despite the fact, as your article pointed out, that the 
material and moral welfare of the race depends on -drop
ping every form of religions Irrationality, it is certainly 
difficult at first to make a clean break wltn the latter; for, 
as Marx says, the traditions of the past weigh like an Alp-* 710, Van COUT er, B. C. Add discount on cheques.
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1. rIBsEditor Clarion :

1 was Interested In reading your “Atonement” article* 

not only on account of its attitude towards false religious, 

but also because it appeared at the time of the celebra

tion of the Jewish New Y’ear and Day of Atonement fast 

therein hinted at, and to which article my attention was 

directed by a Jewish Socialist friend who, like myself, is 

also a convinced freethinker.
In the town where we both are located, there is a large 

enough Hebrew population to support a synagogue, the 

members of which are all Immigrants from non-British 
countries and whose nationalism and religious beliefs are 

strong, owing to the pogrom conditions that prevailed in 
their native lands. But my friend, like the Jew mentioned 
in your article, being British born and emancipated in 
manners and views, the rumor spread among his foreign 
hern compatriots that he was Jewish only on his mother’s 
side and that his father was a Gentile; and that even his 
mother was quite lax in her religious ovwervances.

In a subsequent conversation with one of the local
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